Worktops - sink modules 2011 – 2013
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Photo: GetaCore kitchen worktop decor GC 1472 with sink module type 1, GC 2011 white bowls
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full GetaCore® solid surface sink modules

GetaCore Solid Surface worktops including full GetaCore Solid Surface
sink modules made from 10 mm GetaCore drainer areas and bowls.
Create your own sink module by selecting worktops & drainer areas
from our full GetaCore colour range. Kitchen bowls can be selected
from two plain decors, white or pergamon, or even from a range of 8
colour-matching bowls.

AF 40/GC | Worktops
single-edged
4100 x 600/650/900/1200 x 38,3 mm
Double-edged
4100 x 670/900/1200 x 38,3 mm

FULL GETACORE SINK TYPES:
Type 1: full and ½-sink integrated
Type 2: full bowl integrated
Type 5: two full bowls – corner top sink-module
Type 6: two full bowls integrated

Type 1: full and ½-sink integrated

Try and create your own kitchen design via our
CutDesign programme, www.westag.co.uk or
by using the downloadable ORDER-FORMS.
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Photo: GetaCore kitchen worktop decor GC 2417 with sink-module type 1 GC 2417
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Photo: GetaCore OnePiece kitchen corner worktop
L-form GC1112, GC sink module type 5

| AF 40/GetaCore® |
one piece corner top
angled-front-edge
1180 x 1180 x 600 x 39 mm
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| AF 40/GetaCore® |
one piece corner top
L-form
1180 x 1180 x 600 x 39 mm

| AF 50/GetaCore® |
one piece corner top
angled-front-edge
1050 x 1050 x 610 x 49 mm

| AF 50/GetaCore® |
one piece corner top
L-form
900 x 900 x 610 x 49 mm

getacore® sink modules | one piece corner tops

With GetaCore OnePiece corner worktops, either L-form style or angled tops,
nearly any corner installation situation in the kitchen can be easily fitted.
Precisely adjusted GetaCore sink modules already integrated into the corner
worktop enable a completely rounded piece of installation. Standard 40 mm
corner worktops can be jointed to adjacent GetaCore worktop sets, or, 50 mm
StandAlone OnePiece corner worktops set up even next to laminate worktops
allow for an outstanding worktop design feature.

| GC 1112 |
frosted space

| GCS 189 |
star anthracite

| GC 1472 |
miracle stone

Decors shown are worktop decors. For exact availability please see decor-stock code guide.

Try and create your own
kitchen design via our
CutDesign programme,
www.westag.co.uk
or by using the down
loadable ORDER-FORMS.
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Photo: GetaCore StandAlone kitchen worktop GC 1112 with Blanco Metra 6S sink
anthracite -adjacent to GetaLit HPL laminate worktop C 413 Cr, 1200 x 610 x 49 mm
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getacore® sink modules | stand alone worktops

With GetaCore 50 mm StandAlone kitchen worktops set up even
next to laminate worktops an outstanding worktop design feature
can be created in your kitchen. Precisely adjusted GetaCore sinks
modules already integrated into the corner worktop enable a fully
rounded piece of installation.

| GC 4712 |
frosted grey

| GC 4282 |
miracle elephant

| GC 7754 |
miracle toffee

Decors shown are worktop decors. For exact availability please see decor-stock code guide.
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getacore® worktops | for stainless steel sinks

Put the right mix into your kitchen by combining GetaCore Solid
Surface worktops with integrated sink-modules (drainer areas)
with stainless steel undermount sinks. There is a large variety of
sink-modules (drainer-areas) for either single stainless steel bowls
or full bowls and ½-sink undermounts available to fulfil almost
any kitchen size requirements. An easy order procedure is granted
by using the sink-module Order forms downloadable from our
website www.westag.co.uk

| GCT 236 |
terrazzo crystal

| GCTR 41 |
raindrops concrete

| GCR 783 |
raindrops coffee

Decors shown are worktop decors. For exact availability please see decor-stock code guide.

Carron Phoenix Lavella 150U, Decor GC 4282
Try and create your own
kitchen design via our
CutDesign programme,
www.westag.co.uk
or by using the down
loadable ORDER-FORMS.
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Photo: GetaCore kitchen worktop GC 5292, Blancogamma 420U-160U
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Photo: Carron Phoenix full stainless steel sink Precision plus lifestyle
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getacore® worktops | For full stainless steel sinks

Full stainless steel sinks can easily be fitted into a GetaCore Solid Surface kitchen
worktop, either by setting into the worktop from above or they can even by
undermounted. For quick availability of both products, the GetaCore worktop
with an appropriate cut-out and the sink as such, Carron Phoenix sinks can be
offered from our depot to be delivered at the same time. An easy order procedure
is granted by using the sink-module order forms downloadable from our website
www.westag.co.uk

| GCTR 29 |
raindrops rain

| GCR 342 |
raindrops cappuccino

Carron Phoenix full stainless steel sink Maui lifestyle
Try and create your own
kitchen design via our
CutDesign programme,
www.westag.co.uk
or by using the down
loadable ORDER-FORMS.
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getacore® worktops | for granite sinks

| GC 2388 |
miracle beach

| GC 2269 |
frosted cloud

| GC 2417 |
frosted white

| GC 2371 |
miracle white

| GC 3434 |
miracle vanilla

| GC 3391 |
miracle dune

| GC 2423 |
miracle sand

| GC 3961 |
miracle feather

GetaCore drainer area GC 3434 with a
cut-out for e.g. Carron Phoenix granite
sink Fiji 150U espresso

Carron Phoenix full granite sink
ZX 150U polarwhite

GetaCore® worktops can be supplied with cut-outs for Granite undermounts (under the 3 mm GetaCore®
worktop surface) or insets into the worktop, e.g. for Carron Phoenix ZX. GetaCore® worktops with 10 mm
drainer-areas and cut-outs for Ceramic (Belfast) sinks are also available.

For exact GetaCore sink-module (drainer area) please see GC order form no. 68.
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Photo: Solid Surface sink-module (drainer area) with a cut-out for Carron Phoenix granite sink Fiji 150U white.
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Photo: Kitchen worktop with a cut-out for
Carron Phoenix ceramic sink (Belfast 100-U)
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getacore® worktops | with cut -outs for ceramic sinks

Precisely adjusted GetaCore sink modules (drainer areas) made from 10 mm GetaCore
Solid Surface material already integrated into the standard GetaCore worktop enable an
easy-fit of ceramic (Belfast) bowls. With this a fantastic effect can be achieved: A design
mix fitting a country house style kitchen combined with a modern style GetaCore Solid
Surface worktop. Product innovations meeting tradition.

| GC 3210 |
miracle desert

| GC 5311 |
frosted brasil

| GC 6291 |
miracle love

BELFAST BOWLS AVAILABLE:
Carron Phoenix Belfast 100-U
Carron Phoenix Belfast 110-U
Carron Phoenix Belfast 200-U

For exact GetaCore sink-module (drainer area) please see GC order form no. 68.
The product application examples shown in this brochure have been graphically produced and might
differ from the original decor. Colour variations to the original decors are subject to printing limitations.
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| Types

AF 40/GC Worktops
35 mm chipboard type P2 to DIN EN 312,
faced with 3 mm GetaCore acrylic-bound
solid surface material, wet sanded (P600).
Reverse side with 0.3 mm balancer, front
edge 10 mm GetaCore with chamfered
GetaCore edge, an elastic expansion joint
between substrate and GetaCore® edge.
Moisture-resistant resin seal at GetaCore/
balancer joint along front edge.

technical information

Example:
1 of ca. 70 different Order Forms for AF 40/GetaCore®
kitchen worktops with integrated sink-modules (drainer
areas) for different sink options. For all please see:
www.westag.co.uk

Order form 40 – AF 40/GC worktop with cut-out for Carron Phoenix® Lavella 150 U
Customer:

Telefax +44 (0)1923 236121

Customer-no:

Desp. week:

Order-no:

Date:

Speciﬁcation:

Sheet Material
Acrylic resin bound Solid Surface material
to ISO 19712, surface wet sanded (P 600),
reverse side dry sanded (P 80).

AF 40/GC worktop:

AF 40/GC worktop, cut-out for CP sink, to be undermounted, option as below,
without the CP sink/bowls itself.
worktop width options:
All 24 UK GC standard colours available; others upon request.

surfaces ﬁnish:

wet sanded (GC-worktop and sink module)

10 mm drainer:

visible size from top:

600 mm
650 mm
900 mm
1200 mm
670 mm
900 mm
1200 mm

960 mm x 480 mm

overall size (undermounted): 1002 mm x 522 mm
bowl sizes:

bowl

cabinet size:

600 mm

533 mm x 400 mm

single-edged
single-edged
single-edged
single-edged
double-edged
double-edged
double-edged

GC worktops AF 40/GC with cut-out for CP sink with integrated GC-drainer-groove module 10 mm
(production of cut-out, not delivering of sink itself) Please ﬁll in sizes required/Please indicate if worktop single-edged or double-edged.
worktop length
mm

worktop width
mm

worktop
decor

drainer area
decor

size “x”

W & G ﬁx
size “y”

drainer
pls choose:
lh or rh

300

Top view:

L

480
60

960

// 10 mm GC - edge

ca.200

130

Side view:

B (width)

X = min 700

Y = 300

Edges
3 or 10 mm acrylic resin based solid
surface material, surface wet sanded
(P600) and reverse side dry sanded (P80).
Concealed fixing by using GetaCore
two-component adhesive.

Positioning of sink element:
x = distance/size taken from left-hand end of worktop to “y”: Please let us know size “x” for making the cut-out, minimum 625 mm
y = ﬁx: size from front edge of worktop to middle point of visible size of sink.

Lavella 150 U

Please specify distance/size
taken from left-hand end of
worktop to size “x” (middle
point of sink element)
in 50 mm increments.
Note: Please allow for at
least 10 mm +/- tolerance
for your own adjustments.

533
1000
1002

Wallback Panel Profile		
10 mm solid profile with rounded front
edge, 10 mm radius, surface: wet sanded
(P600).

Note: Orders can only be
accepted with duly signed
order form.

date/company/signature customer
(print name)

Coved Profile 				
4100 mm coved upstand-profile, suitable
to create a radiused edge between worktop
and wallback panel or upstand. Wet sanded
surface finish (P600).

Kitchen Bowl GC-R-450 		
GetaCore bowls/basins without overflow
drilling for flush installation under GetaCore
worktops or 10 mm GetaCore slabs.
Including sealing rubber sleeves.
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Kitchen Bowl GC-R-162 		
GetaCore bowls/basins without overflow
drilling for flush installation under GetaCore
worktops or 10 mm GetaCore slabs.
Including sealing rubber sleeves.

| WORKTOP Accessories

Cork Strip
as an expansion joint for the 10 mm
edge material.

Thermo Strip
for professional isolation of cut
outs for cookers/oven.

Acrylic glue
GetaCore 2-component acrylic glue/
joint adhesive in 50 ml and 250 ml
cartridges including 2 mixing nozzles,
suitable for the cartridge size. Additional
nozzles are essential when using the
same GetaCore cartridge more than
twice.

Polisher
Special polishing paste to remove
marks of wear and tear. Appropriate
for all GetaCore surfaces with „semi
matt” end finish. Alu tube containing
150 ml.

Special glue gun
For GetaCore 2-component joint
adhesive. Suitable for 50 ml or 250 ml
system. Additional nozzles are essential
when using the same GetaCore cartridge
more than twice.

Corner corner joint set
for a simple and high-quality joint
between GetaCore worktops and
the chipboard substrate.

Additional nozzles
Replacement nozzles for 50/250 ml
cartridges. Additional nozzles are
essential when using the same GetaCore
cartridge more than twice.

Moisture barrier
to protect the worktop’s reverse side near
to cut-outs, ovens and dishwashers.

Sanding Pads
Sanding Sets SemiMatt or HighGloss for
surface finishing, compatible with all
commercial random orbital sanders with
150 mm sanding plates.

Care & Maintenance-kit
(small and large version) for semi-mat
GetaCore surfaces.

Polish milk
Festool Polishing Milk MPA 10000
(contents 500 ml) to achieve the high
gloss surface finish.

Cleaner
Special Cleaner for all GetaCore surfaces
to remove heavy stains, like e.g. coffee,
tea, etc. contents 500 ml.
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order-no. 3-599 826 status: april 2011

Sales Office United Kingdom
Unit 15 Orbital 25 Business Park | Dwight Road | Watford WD18 9DA
t. +44 1923 294 370 | f. +44 1923 236 121
info@westag.co.uk | www.westag.co.uk

Plywood/Formwork

Westag & Getalit AG
Postfach 26 29 | 33375 Rheda-Wiedenbrück | Germany

Doors/Frames
Laminates/Elements
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t. +49 5242 17-4400 | f. +49 5242 17-75166
www.westag-getalit.de | le.export@westag-getalit.de

